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Abstract 
A minimum Steiner tree for a given set X of points is a network interconnecting the points of 
X having minimum possible total length. The Steiner ratio for a metric space is the largest lower 
bound for the ratio of lengths between a minimum Steiner tree and a minimum spanning tree on 
the same set of points in the metric space. In this note, we show that for any Minkowski plane, 
the Steiner ratio is at least 2/3. This settles a conjecture of Cieslik (1990) and also Du et al. 
(1991). 
1. Introduction 
Given a compact, convex, centrally symmetric domain D in the Euclidean plane E2, 
one can define a norm 11. (ID: E2-+R by setting )I 1 ljD=3, where i =rlU and tieaD, the 
boundary of D. We can then define a metric dD on E2 by taking 
Thus, aD={.%I IIXllo=l}. The resulting metric space M=M(D)=(E’,dJ is often 
called a Minkowski or normed plane with unit disc D. We will usually suppress the 
explicit dependence of various quantities on D. For a finite subset X c E’, a minimum 
spanning tree S=S(X) consists of a collection of segments AB with A,BeX, which 
spans all the points of X, and such that the sum of all the lengths (I AB IID is 
a minimum. We denote this minimum sum by LM(X). Further, we define 
“s(“,=t”f, LAY), 
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where Y ranges over all finite subsets of EZ containing X. It is not hard to show that 
there always exists X’ZX with (X’(,<2lXl-2 having &(X)=&(X’). When equality 
holds we say that the Steiner tree T(X) (=S(X’)) is a full Steiner tree for X. The 
minimum spanning tree S(Y) will be called a minimum Steiner tree T(X) for X. The 
points of Y\X are usually called Steiner points of T(X); the points of X are known as 
regular points of T(X). 
Minimum Steiner trees have been the subject of extensive investigations during the 
past 25 years or so (see [4,9,11,16]). Most of this research has dealt with the 
Euclidean metric, with much of the remaining work concerned with the L1 metric, or 
more generally, the usual L, metric or norm (see [3,6]). It has been shown, for 
example, that the determination of L,(X) in general is an NP-complete problem, both 
for the Euclidean as well as the L1 case (cf. [9, lo]). 
In this note, we study the Steiner ratio p(D) for M(D), defined by 
L,(X) p(D) := inf - 
x &f(X)’ 
Thus, p(D) is a measure of how much the total length of a minimum spanning tree can 
be decreased by allowing additional (Steiner) points. It is known that for the L, metric 
(so that D is the square with vertices (& l,O),(O, &- l)), p(D)=2/3 [13] and for the 
Euclidean (or L,) metric, p(D) = &2 [7]. M ore recently, Cieslik [3] and Du et al. [6] 
independently conjectured that for any normed plane, 
213 d p(D) < $12. 
Cieslik [3] showed that for any normed plane, 
0.612 <p(D)<O.9036, 
while Du et al. [6] proved that for any normed plane, 
0.623 <p(D) < 0.8686. 
We will prove here that for any normed plane, 
p(D) > 2/3. 
Since the L, metric has p = 2/3 then this inequality is therefore best possible. 
For prior results on minimum Steiner trees in normed planes, the reader should 
consult [1,2,8,17,19]. This note is organized in the following way. In Section 2, 
fundamental properties of minimum Steiner trees are presented. In Section 3, the main 
result is proved. 
2. Preliminaries 
A minimum Steiner tree is full if every regular point is a leaf (i.e., has degree one). 
The following lemma states an important property of full minimum Steiner trees, 
which can be found in [6]. 
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Lemma 1. Suppose that dD is diflerentiable and strictly convex. Then every full Steiner 
minimum tree consists of three sets of parallel segments. 
A tree is called a 3-regular tree if every vertex which is not a leaf has degree three. 
A consequence of Lemma 1 is that for strictly convex and differentiable norms, every 
minimum Steiner tree is a 3-regular tree. 
Another consequence of Lemma 1 is the following result. A proof can be found 
in [S]. 
Lemma 2. For strictly convex and differentiable norms, every full minimum Steiner 
tree on more than three points must have at least one of the local structures shown in 
Fig. 1. 
Consider a full minimum Steiner tree T in a plane with a strictly convex and 
differentiable norm. Two regular points are called adjacent if one can be reached from 
the other by always moving in a clockwise direction or always moving in a counter- 
clockwise direction. Clearly, each regular point has two other adjacent regular points. 
We can form a polygon G, called the characteristic polygon of T, by joining each 
pair of adjacent regular points with a straight line segment. Any spanning tree lying 
inside G is called an inner spanning tree. A minimum inner spanning tree is one having 
the least possible total length. A point set P is called critical if there is a minimum 
Steiner tree T for P such that the union of the minimum inner spanning trees (with 
respect to T) for P divides the characteristic polygon G= G(T) into equilateral 
triangles. The vertices of these equilateral triangles (which we will call lattice points) lie 
on a triangular lattice in the normed plane. 
Since similar sets have the same ratios of minimum Steiner tree and minimum 
spanning tree lengths, we need only consider critical sets having equilateral triangles 
with unit edge length. Clearly, for any critical set, a minimum inner spanning tree 
is in fact a minimum spanning tree; its length is just n- 1 where n is the number 
of its (regular) vertices. Note that any two adjacent regular points have mutual 
distance 1. 
6 \ \ x _-_ t OC 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. Local structures in full minimum Steiner trees. 
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Define 
LSP) p,(D) := min - 
JPI=n L,(P) * 
If p.-i >p., then n is called a jump value. In [7], Du and Hwang prove the 
following. 
Lemma 3. In a plane with a strictly convex and difirentiable norm, ifn is a jump value 
then p,, is achieved by some critical set. 
Remark. The proof of Du and Hwang for the Gilbert-Pollak conjecture was a proof 
by contradiction. In their argument, n is assumed to be the smallest integer such that 
a counterexample to the conjecture on n points exists. For this n, it is proved that p is 
achieved by some critical set and then shown that the Gilbert-Pollak conjecture holds 
for every critical set. Actually, if we just assume that n is a jump value, then the 
arguments of Du and Hwang still apply, and the above lemma follows. 
3. The main result 
Theorem 1. For any convex and centrally symmetric D, 
Moreover, if p,(D)=2/3 for some k, then k =4 and aD is a parallelogram. 
Proof. To begin with, we first assume that the boundary aD of unit disc D is 
strictly convex and differentiable. Thus, we can apply the results of the preceding 
section. 
Assume that the theorem is false. Let n denote the least value so that p,(D)<2/3. 
Thus, n is a jump value. By Lemma 3 there exists a critical set P of size n such 
that 
(1. L,(P) 
&f(P) 3 
that is. 
L,(P)<: L,(P)=i(n-1). (1) 
Let T be a minimum Steiner tree on P which witnesses the criticality of P. We first 
establish several properties of T. 
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Lemma 4. T is a full Steiner tree and every edge of T has length less than 213. 
Proof. If T is not a full Steiner tree, then we can decompose it into two edge-disjoint 
subtrees T, and T, which are Steiner trees on point sets PI and PZ, respectively, where 
PI u P, = P and each Pi has size less than n. Thus, by the minimality of n, 
contradicting (1). 
If T has some edge e of length at least 2/3, then by removing e, we are left with two 
vertex-disjoint subtrees TI and Tz. Clearly, TI and T, are Steiner trees on disjoint 
subsets P, and P,, respectively, where PI u Pz = P. It follows that 
again contradicting (l), where in general we will let l(T) denote the total length (under 
D) of any graph T (such as an edge, path or tree). 0 
Lemma 5. Suppose TI is a 3-regular subtree of T which has f leaves. Then 
VT,)<; (f- 1). 
Proof. Assume that 
for some subtree TI and suppose that TI has r leaves which are regular points. Then 
the removal of TI results in f-r subtrees. Suppose that they interconnect sets of 
nl,n 2,..., nf_, regular points, respectively. Then nl + n2 + . . . + nf _ I = n - r and 
Ls(P)>i(nr-l)+i(n,-l)+ I.. + 5 (nf-,- l)+l(T,) 
>i(n-f)+g(f-l)=i(n-l), 
which contradicts (1). 0 
Let us call a path ASISz . . . SiB joining two adjacent regular points A and B in 
T monotone if it is either a clockwise or counterclockwise path from A to B. We will 
say that Sr can be legally moved to A if i>3 and the subpath S1SZS3 can be removed 
from T (disconnecting it into three subtrees) and replaced by a parallel translate 
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Fig. 2. 
S;S;S; with S; located at point A so that S;S;S; intersects S3 . . . SiB. Thus, the two 
subtrees containing A and B, respectively, are reconnected by SiS;S;. 
Lemma 6. Let ASIS . . . SiB be a monotone path in T connecting two regular points 
A and B. Suppose that St cannot be legally moved to A. Draw a line through B, parallel 
to ASI, and intersecting the subpath S1S2S3 at B’. Then 
1(ASIS2S3)+1(SzS3)-1(BB’S2)> 1. (2) 
Proof. Since S1 cannot be legally moved to A, we have l(BB’)<l(AS,). If B’ is on the 
segment SISz (see Fig. 2(a)), then 
(l(AS,)-l(BB’))+l(S,B’) >l(AB)= 1, 
that is, 
l(ASIS2)-l(l?B’&)2 1. 
Thus, (2) holds. 
On the other hand, if B’ is on the segment SzS3 (see Fig. 2(b)), then 
(l(AS,)-l(BB’))+l(S,S,B’)>l(AB)= 1, 
that is, 
l(AS,S,B’)+l(S,B’)-l(BB’S,)> 1. 
Thus, (2) also holds in this case, and the lemma is proved. 0 
It is easy to see that (2) still holds if l(AS,)=l(BB’). 
Lemma 7. Suppose S1 is a Steiner point in T adjacent to two regular points A and B. 
Then S1 can be legally moved to exactly one of A or B. 
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Fig. 3. 
Proof. Let Sz be the Steiner point adjacent to Sr and let S3 and S4 be the two vertices 
adjacent to Sz. 
Suppose that Sr can be legally moved to both ,4 and B. Then from these two 
movements, we can obtain a tree of total length at most 1(T)+ I(SrSJ, which can be 
decomposed at A and B (see Fig. 3). Thus, 
!(T)+l(S,S,)+?)+I(as,s). 
By Lemma 5, 
I(AS,B)+I(S,&)<;. 
Therefore, 
contradicting (1). 
Suppose now that Sr cannot be legally moved to either A or B. Let C be the regular 
point adjacent to A, other than B, and D the regular point adjacent to B, other than A. 
By Lemma 6, 
1(AS1S&)+I(S&)-I(CC’&)>l, (3) 
I(BS1SZS4)+1(SZS4)-1(DD’S*)>, 1, (4) 
where C’ and D’ are two points defined in the lemma. Let T’ be the 3-regular subtree 
interconnecting A, B, S3 and Sq. Adding (3) and (4) we obtain 
21(Y)-/(AS,@-1(CC’S,D’D)>2, 
that is, 
1(T’)a 1 ++(I(ASJ3)+1(CC’S,D’D))32, 
contradicting Lemma 5. 0 
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D 
Fig. 4. 
We now complete the proof of the first part in the theorem. By Lemma 2, there are 
two possible local structures we need to consider. We first consider the local structure 
shown in Fig. 1 (b). Then there exists a Steiner point S3 adjacent to two Steiner points 
S1 and Sz each of which is adjacent to two regular points, say A and B are adjacent to 
Sr, and C and D are adjacent to &. Let S4 be a vertex adjacent to S3 (see Fig. 4). We 
first observe that if I(BSr)= I(CS2) then, whether or not S1 can be legally moved to A, 
we obtain a contradiction by using the argument given in the proof of Lemma 7. Thus, 
without loss of generality, we can assume that I(BSr) > I(C&), i.e., S1 cannot be legally 
moved to B. Then by Lemma 6, Sr can be legally moved to A (see Fig. 4). This 
movement results in a tree of length at most I(T)+1(SsS,), which can be decomposed 
at A into the subtree ASrB and a subtree interconnecting n- 1 regular points other 
than B. Thus, 
Since I(T) < $(n - l), we have 
Moreover, by Lemma 4, I(BS1) < 2/3 and I(DSz) < 2/3. It follows that 
l(CS,)=l(CS,D)-@S,)zf. 
Note that by Lemma 6, 
1(BSJj&)-I(CSJ2 1. 
Thus, 
(5) 
(6) 
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(b) 
Let T’ be the 3-regular subtree interconnecting A, B, S4 and Sz. By (5) and (6) 
1(T?=I(AS,B)+I(S,S,S,)+I(S,S,)>2, 
contradicting Lemma 5. 
Next, we consider the local structure shown in Fig. l(a), i.e., there exists a Steiner 
point S2 adjacent to a Steiner point S, and a regular point C such that Si is adjacent 
to two regular points A and B. Let S3 be the vertex adjacent to Sz, other than C and 
Si. We claim that 
4&S,) < QBSJ (7) 
In fact, if 1(S2S3)al(BS1), then considering the 3-regular subtree T’, interconnecting 
A, B, C and SJ, we would have 
l(T’)>I(BS,S,C)-+-l(AS,B)>2, 
contradicting Lemma 5. Now, let E be the adjacent regular point of A other than 
B and let AS1 . . . Sk E be the monotone path connecting A and E. From the definition 
of a critical set, it is easy to see that 1(AE) = 1. Let B, El, EZ, . . . , E, denote all the lattice 
points with distance exactly one to A (see Fig. 5). Then E E {E,, . . ., Es}. Since 
l(AC) < l(AB)+ l(BC)= 2, C is identical to either El or a lattice point which forms an 
equilateral triangle with B and El (see Fig. 5). 
Suppose that E’ is a point on the path S1SzS3 such that EE’ is parallel to ASI. If E is 
at El, then E’ must be on SzS3 and I(S,E’)=l(BS,). It follows that 
I(SzS3)>, 4% E’) = I(BSi), 
contradicting (7). A similar argument can be applied to the case that E is at Ez. 
If E is at EJ, then it is easy to see that k>4. Let E” be a point on S2S3S4 
such that EE” is parallel to SISz (Fig. 6). Extend BS1 to F so that EF is parallel 
to AS1. Since I(BE)=21(BA), we have 1(EF)=21(AS1) and I(S,F)=I(BS1). Let F’ 
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Fig. 6. 
Fig. I. 
be a point on the path SzS3S4 so that FF’ is parallel to S1S2. If F’ is on the segment 
SzS3, then 
I(S,S,)~I(S,F)=E(BS,), 
contradicting (7). If F’ is on the segment S3S4, then 
I(S3S,)>I(EF)=21(AS,)>2(I(AB)-I(AS,))>2 1-i =;, 
( ) 
contradicting Lemma 4. 
If E is at E4 or ES, then the extension of SIA must intersect the monotone path 
AS 1 . . . &E. This implies that any line between AS1 and S3S4 and parallel to them 
must intersect the path AS1 . . . &E. Draw the parallelograms S1S2S3H and ASIHG 
and extend HG until it intersects the path AS1 . . . &E, say at F (Fig. 7). (AG cannot 
intersect the path AS1 . . . &E since otherwise, removing SzS3 and adding AG would 
result in a tree of length at most I(T) which does not satisfy the condition in Lemma 1 
at the intersection of AG and the path AS1 . . . S&). Then FHS,& is also a parallelo- 
gram. It is easy to see that 
l(GF)<I(S&)-I(AS1). 
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Let T’ be the 3-regular subtree interconnecting A, B, C and SJ. Consider the tree 
(T\ T’) u AGF which interconnects n - 2 regular points. Then, 
Moreover. 
l(T)-I(AGF)>I(T’)-(l(S,S,)+I(S,S,)-I(AS,)) 
~I(AS1B)+I(ASISzC)-I(S,S,) 
2 4 >2--=-. 
3 3 
Therefore, 
44(n-3)+l(r)-i(AGF)>;(n-I), 
contradicting (1). This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem for strictly 
convex and differentiable aD. 
When aD is not strictly convex or not differentiable, we can use a sequence of 
strictly convex and differentiable ones to approach it from its interior. For each norm 
in the sequence and for any point set P, we know that 
L,(P) > f L,(P). 
Since L,(P) and L,,(P) are continuous functions with respect to the norm for fixed P, 
then letting the sequence approach its limit, we see that (8) holds for the (arbitrary) 
limiting norm. This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
Next, we prove the second part of the theorem. Before doing so, we establish three 
lemmas. 
Lemma 8. Let AlA . . . A, be a path and let OBij, 1 < i < j <n, be unit vectors based at 
the origin 0 and oriented in the directions AiAj. if I(A1A2 . . . A,)= I(A,A,), then the 
straight-line segment B12B._ I,” is part of aD. 
Proof. We prove that all Bij, ic j, are on the same straight line. The lemma is 
a consequence of this fact. 
First, consider n = 3. Draw the parallelogram Al A2 A3 B. Without loss of generality, 
assume l(A,A2)>I(AI B)=l(AzA3). Let C be a point on AlA such that I(AIC)= 
Z(A1 B). Let E be the intersection point of BC and Al A3. Draw line A2H parallel to BC 
and intersecting AlA at H (see Fig. 8). Then 
l(Al E) = 1(HA3) 
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Fig. 8. 
and 
Thus, 
I(A,A,)=I(A,H)+1(HA,) 
=l(AlE) (I+$) 
=,(AlE) (I+%). 
Since 
we have 
I(A,E)=l(A,A,)=I(A,B)=l(A,C). 
This means that quadrilateral AICEB is similar to quadrilateral OBlz B13 &a. There- 
fore, &, Bz3 and B13 are collinear. In addition, B,, lies between B12 and B,,. 
Next, consider the case n=4. Note that 1(A1A2A3A4)= /(AlAa) implies that 
&Al A,A,) = /(Al Ad) because 
From the case n = 3, B14 is on the segment [B12, Bz4]. Similarly, Br4 is on the segment 
[B,,, &,+I, BrJ is on the segment [&, &I, and Bz4 is on the segment [Bz3, B3,J 
(see Fig. 9). Note that all Bij’S are on 8D, the boundary of a convex region. Moreover, 
for any i, j and k, Bij, Bjk, and Bik are either all distinct or all identical. It follows that 
all Bij for 1~ i <j < 4 are collinear. 
Now consider n>4. Note that l(Al A2 . . . A,) = l(Al A,) implies that for 4 <j ,< n, 
l(Al AZ A3 Aj)= /(Al Aj) and for 3 <j < k <n, /(Al AZ AjA,) = /(Ai A&. Therefore, for 
4Gj <n, 
Blz, Bz3, B13, B,j, B,j and B,j are collinear 
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and for 3<j<k<n, 
B12, B,j, Bzj, Blk, BZk and Bjk are collinear. 
It follows that all Bij for 1~ i <j <n are collinear. 0 
Lemma 9. p,(D)=213 iff aD is a parallelogram. 
Proof. Note that for any D, 
PAD) 2 3/4. 
Suppose pa(D) = 2/3. Thus, 4 is a jump value. Consider F = ((A, B, C, E) 1 L&A, B, C, E) 
= l}. Since L&4, B, C, E) is continuous with respect to A, B, C and E, then F is 
a compact set in 8-dimensional space. Clearly, 
PAD) = (A si;fE,,p &(A, B, C, 0. 
, 9 . 
Since L&4, B, C, E) is also continuous with respect to A, B, C, and E, there exists 
a point set {A, B, C, E} such that 
2/3 = p,(D) = MA, B, C, E)I&,(A, B, C, E). (9) 
Note that the minimum Steiner tree T for this point set must be full because 4 is 
a jump value. Suppose that A, B, C and E are arranged in the order as shown in 
Fig. 10. Let pxy denote the path from X to Y in T. We claim that 
UAB) = UD), (IO) 
UP&= I(CB), (11) 
QPCE) = I(-), (12) 
&PM)= QAE). (13) 
In fact, if one of them does not hold, then 
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B C 
Fig. 10 
so, 
4LM(A, B, C, E) < 3(1(/U?) + 1(CB) + I(CE) + l(AE)) < 61(T) = 6L&t, B, C, E), 
contradicting (9). By Lemma 8 and Eqs. (lo)-(13), aD must be a parallelogram. 0 
Lemma 10. Let d(aD, aD’) denote the maximum Euclidean distance between the two 
intersections of a ray from the origin with aD and aD’, respectively. Then for any 6 > 0 
and k, there exists e>O such that d(aD, aD’)<e implies Ipk(D)--p,(D’)l<J. 
Proof. Consider any set of k points as a point in 2k-dimensional space. Let Q be the 
point set in 2k-dimensional space consisting of ‘points’ each of which is a set of 
k points in the plane with a Euclidean minimum spanning tree of length one. Then Q is 
a compact set. In addition, it is easy to see that for any D, 
p,(D)= inf a 
PER L,(P). 
Thus, ~~(0) is continuous with respect to D. 0 
Now, suppose to the contrary that aD is not a parallelogram and pt(D)=2/3 for 
some fixed value of k. By Lemma 9, p4(D) > 2/3. Thus, there exists k’, 4 <k’< k, such 
that pk,_ r(D)> 2/3 and p,(D)= 2/3. Let P be a set of k’ points such that 
Ls(P)/L,(P)=2/3. Then every minimum Steiner tree for P is full. By Lemma 10, we 
can choose a sequence of norms D’ with strictly convex and differentiable boundary 
such that pk,- I(D’) <p,,(D’). So, the minimum Steiner tree T(D’) for P under each 
norm D’ is still full. By Lemma 1, every T(D’) is 3-regular and satisfies the condition 
that all edges of T(D’) lie in three directions. Since the number of 3-regular trees with 
k’ leaves is finite, there is a subsequence of { T(D’)} which converges to a 3-regular tree 
and satisfies the same condition. It is easy to see that this tree must be a minimum 
‘Steiner tree for P under the norm II* IID. By the argument used in the proof of Du and 
Hwang [7], it follows that P is a critical set. Now, by using the argument in the proof 
of the first part of the theorem, taking special care of the cases in which equality holds 
in various inequalities, we eventually obtain a contradiction. This completes the proof 
of the second part of the claim and the proof is complete. Cl 
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4. Discussion 
We conjecture that for any norm )I . /ID, there always exists a value k (depending on 
D) such that p,(D) = p(D). A consequence of this conjecture would be that p(D) = 2/3 
iff 8D is a parallelogram. 
The proof techniques used in this paper are different from those in Hwang [ 131 for 
proving 2/3 as the Steiner ratio of the rectilinear plane. Graham and Hwang [12] 
conjectured that m-dimensional rectilinear space has the Steiner ratio m/(2m-- 1). 
Although the methods in [ 133 do not seem to be applicable to proving this conjecture, 
perhaps the ideas we use here will be of some help. We hope to consider this in the 
near future. 
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